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Abstract

In this research report we propose a self-organizing media streaming
solution that supports multiple interacting participants as well as a large
number of observers. This solution is aimed at a number of emerging multi-
media applications over the Internet, such as distributed discussion panels,
that require users to interact by exchanging live media content. Keeping
the end-to-end latency as low as possible while not violating the bandwidth
constraints of all participants is one of the most important requirements
for this type of application. While there exists some solutions to the above
problem for applications such as multi-party video streaming, they rely on
dedicated infrastructures which may be expensive and not available to all
users. On the other hand, decentralized P2P solutions have been focusing
on single source media streaming applications, such as video-on-demand,
which does not consider multiple interactive participants. We present a
preliminary evaluation of our solution with simulations implemented using
Peersim peer-to-peer simulator and also ns-3 network simulator. The evalu-
ation results show that the system can achieve low end-to-end latencies and
scales well with the number of streams.

1 Introduction
This research report presents the initial design and evaluation of a decen-

tralized solution for constructing and maintaining low-latency P2P overlays for
interactive media streaming applications, such as multi-party video conferenc-
ing, webinars, distributed discussion panels, on-line gaming and so forth. These
applications consist of two or more interactive users that produce distinct media
content. The content producers interact with each other by exchanging media
streams and thus, they require low latency communication among themselves.
The application might also include a number of content consumers that are only
observing the interaction by receiving all the streams from the producers. The
consumers require streams with low latency so that they can synchronize the
presentation of the streams at their end.

Solutions for interactive multimedia applications can exploit the client-server
model to provide direct connection between interactive users with low latency
[KS02]. However, these solutions suffer from scalability problems when the num-
ber of producers and consumers grows. P2P solutions can address the scalability
problem by providing overlays where all participants contribute resources to ac-
commodate more users. However, most existing works on P2P streaming over-
lays are designed for non-interactive applications [Cas+03; Pai+05; WXL07],
and they do not deal with multiple producers of distinct media content. Few
works exist that deal with the case of multiple interacting producers and multiple
consumers [Are+12]. These works, however, rely heavily on dedicated infras-
tructures, centralized solutions or CDNs, which might increase the deployment
cost and prevent many users from participating in the application.

The proposed solution has been designed to handle multiple stream pro-
ducers of distinct content and multiple consumers, to ensure as low-latency as
possible for all participants although giving priority to interactive participants,
and to ensure that all participants continue receiving the streams in presence
of churn. In our solution, gossip protocols are applied to disseminate meta-
information about the streaming session among all participants. No centralized
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infrastructure is needed, and each participant makes individual decisions regard-
ing from whom it should request each stream and to whom it should provide a
particular stream. The result is the construction of multiple trees, one for each
distinct stream, that aims to provide as low an end-to-end latency as possible to
all participants. The underlying overlay is also resilient, with peers being able
to quickly repair the parent-child relationship of the trees in presence of churn.

We evaluate the proposed solution with simulations. We use Peersim to
evaluate the selected overlay strategy, comparing it with streaming trees built
on top of randomly connected and full-mesh overlays. Furthermore, ns-3 is used
to conduct more realistic simulations with actual data streaming. In the ns-
3 simulations, we compare our solution with Chunkyspread, an unstructured
multi-tree construction protocol capable of fine-tuning latency. We simulate
scenarios with multiple interactive users and evaluate the achieved end-to-end
latencies and receiving rates at the media consumers. We also evaluate the
system performance under churn and in bandwidth constrained environments.
The initial simulation results show that the proposed solution can achieve low
end-to-end latencies and scales better with the number of interactive users (40%
to 75% lower latencies when compared to ChunkySpread), displaying churn
handling capabilities that can keep a high receiving rate at the users(5% to 8%
higher rates when compared to ChunkySpread).

2 Application Requirements
We consider a class of emerging applications where a number of distributed users
independently produce and possibly exchange media content, and an additional
set of users only consume the content produced by the first set of users. Some
examples of such applications are: distributed discussion panels and lectures,
webinars and distributed live podcasts. In the scenario of distributed discussion
panels, for instance, a set of distributed panelists are discussing a topic and this
discussion is being watched by a distributed audience. In the case of distributed
lectures, a set of distributed lecturers collaborate to present a subject to a
number of distributed students.

For the class of emerging applications described above, we have identified
the following main requirements:

1. Handle multiple streams: The application should be able to accommodate
multiple media producers and disseminate the streams to the stream con-
sumers. Any solution for the application must scale with the number of
producers and the number of consumers.

2. Ensure low-latency delivery: It is required that all consumers receive the
streams with low latency. Furthermore, as the producers may be interact-
ing with each other, it is important to ensure that streams are delivered
to the producers with as low latency as possible.

3. Handle user churn: Users can join or leave the streaming session at any
time. The application requires that users who remain in the session con-
tinue receiving the streams in presence of user churn.

Video-conferencing solutions cannot be applied for this type of application
because they are limited to a small and closed group of participants. Live media
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streaming solutions are not a good match either as they essentially consider one
media source and its dissemination to a number of users. However, there exist
solutions for this type of application that rely on a dedicated infrastructure
(such as Google Hangouts on Air1). Hangout users stream video and audio to
the Google infrastructure, where the streams are aggregated and sent back to
all participating users. The Hangout live session can then be broadcast to an
audience through YouTube.

There are three main problems with this solution: First, the users are subject
to the terms of use of the infrastructure, which in this case allows the exploita-
tion of the session content and permits making this content available to other
companies. Second, the performance of the system is limited by the bandwidth
and latency offered by the infrastructure, which may reduce the media quality
in order to alleviate its load, while the resources of end-users are not taken ad-
vantage of. Third, if all the streams are aggregated and multiplexed into a single
stream, users cannot choose to receive only a subset of the available streams.
Thus, we explore the feasibility of supporting such applications by utilizing the
resources of participating users.

3 System Model and Problem Description
We consider decentralized settings where there is no central manager that builds
the streaming overlays. The overlay uses the resources provided by the peers
participating in the streaming session. During a streaming session, each partic-
ipating peer adopts one of the following roles:

• Interactive node: we classify a node which produces a stream as an in-
teractive node. An interactive node also needs all streams produced by
other interactive nodes. We represent the set of interactive nodes as I and
denote the set of streams produced by these nodes as S (with |I| = |S|).

• Receiver node: we classify a node which is only a consumer of the streams
produced by all interactive nodes as a receiver. We denote the set of
receiver nodes as R.

We consider a total set of nodes U = I∪R. The size of U can be potentially large
(thousands or tens of thousands). However, for applications such as webinars
and distributed lectures, the typical number of participants will be in the order
of hundreds. For applications such as Google Hangouts, the typical size of I
is between 2 to 10. The nodes participate in a streaming session which starts
when the first interactive node joins the overlay, and it lasts until there is no
interactive node left in the session. During a streaming session, interactive and
receiver nodes may join or leave the session at any time.

We consider a scenario where nodes have limited upload bandwidth and the
limit may vary across the nodes. We assume asymmetric bandwidth, where
the upload is always more scarce than the download capacity, and a node can
estimate its own capacities. In our settings, each node in U can communicate
with any other node in U . Each message sent between any two nodes in U is
subjected to delay specific to the path between them. Furthermore, we assume

1http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/hangouts/onair.html
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that nodes cooperate with each other and a node can relay the streams it receives
to other nodes provided it has sufficient upload capacity.

Given the upload bandwidth capacities for each node and latency between
each pair of nodes, the problem is to find a self-organizing solution for creating
and maintaining an overlay such that all nodes in U receive all streams in S
with low end-to-end latency. As nodes in I have stricter latency requirements,
they should with higher probability than for nodes in R, receive the streams
with low end-to-end latency.

4 Related Work
There has been many works on application-level multicast that propose solutions
for one-to-many media streaming. These works can be classified into tree-based
approaches, mesh-based approaches and hybrid approaches, depending on how
the overlay is organized [Sei+08].

Tree-based approaches, such as SplitStream [Cas+03], build one or more
multicast trees rooted at the source. SplitStream is a DHT-based solution that
relies on multiple disjoint trees to handle churn in a dynamic environment and
to distribute the load across all nodes. SplitStream assumes that the DHT rout-
ing can provide acceptable communication latency. However it only considers
per hop latency for each tree. Multiple trees can also be implemented on top
of unstructured P2P overlays, which is the case in ChunkySpread [VYF06].
Chunkyspread can provide a simpler solution than SplitStream with better
control over the system load. However, both systems are designed for non-
interactive applications, and therefore optimize the data delivery of a single
stream.

Mesh-based solutions, such as Prime [MR07] and Chainsaw [Pai+05], make
use of unstructured randomly connected overlay that are simpler to construct
and maintain and are also more robust than trees. The authors of Chainsaw
claim that it can be configured for use in many-to-many dissemination. However,
mesh-based approaches are based on swarming with no long-term relationship
between peers. Swarming is not the best option for interactive applications,
since it can introduce higher overhead in terms of meta-information exchange,
increase the overall latency because of the push-pull mechanism, and it relies
on randomly connected graphs, that are not latency optimized.

Hybrid solutions, such as mTreebone [WXL07], try to combine tree-based
and mesh-based solutions to construct overlays that are both resilient and effi-
cient. mTreebone exploits the fact that most of the data streamed through a
mesh overlay follows a specific tree structure, and tries to assign stable nodes
to this tree backbone. mTreebone can achieve better latencies than pure mesh-
based approaches, but they are still optimized for one-to-many dissemination
and also rely on an underlying randomly connected graph.

Most P2P media streaming works do not consider multiple stream produc-
ers, and so it would require modifying the protocol design or running multiple
instances of the system to accommodate multiple streams. Another approach
is that peers can report perceived latency for all received streams to a cen-
tralized infrastructure that can compute the optimal overlay to connect peers
such that overall peers perceive lower latency. However, the problem of finding
delay-constrained least-cost multicast trees is NP-complete, and the heuristics
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to solve it do not scale with the number of nodes as the centralized infrastruc-
ture will need to obtain measurements from all nodes [LL02]. Another drawback
in this approach is its churn handling capability. Churn can introduce change
in latency between nodes and this will require the centralized infrastructure to
repeatedly compute the modified overlay.

Besides the above mentioned P2P solutions, there are infrastructure based
approaches, such as iGridMedia [Zha+08] and 4D TeleCast [Are+12], and cloud
services, such as CLive [Pay+12], which may provide desired quality-of-service
guarantees for the application. Contrary to these approaches, we advocate
a completely decentralized and self-organizing solution for interactive media
streaming overlays that is simpler to deploy and can eliminate the infrastruc-
ture costs.

5 Proposed Solution
In this section we present the initial design of our self-organizing solution for
the problem described in Section 3. To support scalable interactive applications
operating in dynamic environments, we adopt a gossip-based unstructured P2P
approach, where each node in the overlay knows only a small set of neighbors
that changes over time [Jel+04]. The proposed solution aims at providing a
simple overlay construction and maintenance protocol that can support mul-
tiple latency-aware streaming trees with distinct media content. The protocol
is divided into three main components: meta-information exchange, neighbor
selection, and construction and maintenance of streaming trees.

5.1 Meta-Information Exchange
To effectively participate in the streaming session, all nodes need to be kept
informed about how many streams (distinct media sources) there exist in the
session, and which neighbor can provide the best connection for each stream. For
that reason, each node n will periodically execute a meta-information exchange
protocol by sending probe messages to a sub-set of its neighbors. The neighbor
q that receives a probe message will respond with meta-information about how
it perceives the current streaming session:

• The set of streams being received through active connections: S;

• The estimated end-to-end latency for each stream s in S: the latency from
the stream’s producer ps to q is denoted latency(ps, q);

• An estimation of q’s upload bandwidth availability or the number of avail-
able upload slots: upq.

When n receives the response from q, it can compute its communication
round-trip time rttq from n to q. Since each node only require probing of a
small sub-set of neighbors, this simple form of RTT measurement is sufficient
and practical. n will estimate the end-to-end latency of each stream s that can
be relayed to n through q as latency(ps, n) = latency(ps, q) + (rttq/2). The
meta-information exchange protocol can also help identifying neighbor nodes
that are down, if they failed to respond to the probe message after a time-out
period.
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Table 1: Classification of a neighbor q by a node n

State Description Ranking
Active q is providing one or more

streams to n.
Active neighbors should be kept as long
as the streaming connection is not bro-
ken.

Requested n has requested one or
more streams from q but
has not received the re-
sponse yet.

Requested neighbors should be kept un-
til their request is resolved.

Candidate q can provide good end-
to-end latency for one or
more streams (we keep
track of the number).

Candidate neighbors are ranked based
on how many streams they can provide
as candidates. Candidates for multiple
streams are more useful as they can pro-
vide more connection replacements in
case of churn.

Idle q is not providing any
stream to n.

Neighbors that are only idle have no im-
mediate utility, so they can be ranked
solely by RTT, where the ones display-
ing lower RTT are best candidates to
keep.

Rejected n requested one stream
from q and the request was
rejected (we keep track of
the number of rejects).

Neighbors that are only in the rejected
state are the least useful, and can also
be ranked solely by RTT.

5.2 Neighbor Selection
For scalability reasons, we want to keep a small number of neighbors at each
node throughout the session. Therefore, it is essential to keep at each node
a set of neighbors that is up-to-date and useful. To keep the set up-to-date,
nodes periodically exchange subsets of their neighbors, so they can replace dead
entries and also find more useful neighbors. According to the model described
in Section 3, we can define a useful neighbor as one that can offer low end-to-end
latency for a particular stream and has enough upload bandwidth capacity to
provide a connection to that stream.

However, we have identified two main problems when trying to keep a node’s
neighbor list biased towards latency: First, with multiple distinct streams, the
peers that are relatively close to all stream sources will group together in low-
latency clusters. References to nodes outside the clusters will become rare, and
this can reduce the overall robustness of the overlay in the presence of fail-
ures [VGVS05]. Second, in the case of an environment with constrained upload
bandwidth, it becomes harder or even impossible to build complete latency-
aware streaming trees rooted at each interactive node, as the upload capacity
of nodes outside the low-latency clusters will rarely be used.

To prevent these problems, in our solution each node keeps in its cache not
only nodes selected based on utility but also nodes selected at random. We
have developed a neighbor selection mechanism that combines a randomized
shuffling mechanism [VGVS05], with a ranking strategy to bias the neighbor
selection [JMB09]. The challenge here is to devise a ranking strategy that
considers the utility of a neighbor as a relay node in each of the streaming
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trees. We implement this multi-objective ranking strategy by first classifying
each neighbor q of a node n in one or more of the states shown in Table 1. The
neighbor list is then ranked according to the ranking also shown in the table.
The neighbors that are currently being used have higher ranking (Active and
Requested), followed by neighbors that can be good relay nodes (Candidates).
The rest of the neighbors are ranked based on proximity, with the neighbors in
the Rejected state being the worst ranked (usually these neighbors exhausted
their upload capacity and are not willing to replace their upload connections).

Each node n participates in a periodic view exchange protocol by selecting
a subset of l neighbors from its cache and sending them to a neighbor q selected
at random. A fraction of this subset will be selected at random and the rest of
the subset will contain the worst ranked neighbors. Since n and q are hosted
at different locations in the underlying network topologies, the worst ranked
neighbors of n might be more useful to q. Upon receiving a view exchange
request, q will also select a subset of its own neighbors, send it back to n,
remove the set from its cache and add the new entries received from n. When n
receives the reply, it will update its own cache accordingly. The new entries are
fresh, so n and q can only rank them after the meta-information exchange takes
place. So far, we have experimented with half of the set selected at random, and
found this sufficient to avoid the clustering problem and provide good latency,
as we will show in Section 6.
Join Procedure: When a node n wants to join the overlay, it needs to contact
a node i that is already part of the network (or a rendezvous node at a well-
known location) and that node will introduce n to the rest of the overlay. The
introducer i will follow a joining protocol based on random walks to provide
n with a initial set of neighbors. The joining procedure is similar to the one
used in [VGVS05], but additionally preserves the previously discussed neighbors
states. A set of random walk messages is sent to i’s neighbors containing a
minimum and maximum time-to-live (TTL) and carrying n’s join request. A
node that receives the random walk message within the TTL limits will try to
replace one of its entries that is not active or requested with n and will send
the replaced entry back to n. If no entry can be replaced (all entries are in
the active or requested state), the random walk continues until it reaches the
maximum TTL. After having obtained an initial neighbor set, n can execute
the periodic meta-information and neighbor exchange operations.

5.3 Construction and Maintenance of Streaming Trees
Having collected up-to-date information about the session, each node can re-
quest each stream from the neighbor offering the lowest end-to-end latency. we
do not prescribe any particular media format or data stream serialization, and
ultimately, an accepted stream request translates into a transport layer con-
nection being created between two peers. Different implementations for the
applications described in Section 2 may decide to use the connections in differ-
ent ways. For instance, applications using scalable video coding could use the
low latency connections to quickly push most of the video layers to all users,
while using the neighbor set in a swarming fashion to retrieve the remaining
enhancement layers.

A node n will request a stream s from a neighbor which is not in the rejected
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state and can offer the lowest end-to-end latency for s. If n is a receiver node, it
will first request streams from neighbors that reported free upload slots, and in
case none is found it will request from the neighbor with best end-to-end latency
but no free upload slots. If n is a interactive node, it will first try to request the
stream from the neighbors with best end-to-end latency regardless if it has free
upload slots or not. In that case, because interactive nodes have priority in the
overlay, n will most likely find its way up the streaming trees and close to the
other interactive nodes. Given that the network has enough capacity to carry
all the streams to all nodes, by marking neighbors that rejected stream requests
and by constantly exchanging views, n has a high probability of finding sources
for all streams in the session.

The node q that receives a stream request from n and has available upload
slots will establish a connection with n to transmit the requested stream. If q
has no free upload slots, it might decide to stop one of its active connections to
accommodate n, if:

• n can be a better relay node than one of the currently connected nodes.
For q, n is a better relay node only if n can provide lower latency as an
intermediate node in the streaming tree branch that starts in q.

• q is a receiver node and n is an interactive node. Interactive nodes will
have priority in the streaming trees.

• q is using all of its upload capacity for streams other than s. In that case
we want to make sure that streaming trees can be built for all streams in
the session, even if nodes join the overlay late, when most of the upload
capacity of good relay nodes is already being used. This is specially im-
portant in an environment with scarce upload bandwidth, as we will show
in Section 6.

q will reject the stream request if none of these conditions are met or if q
and n are both interactive nodes, and q is using most of its upload capacity
to provide streams to other interactive nodes. In an environment with scarce
upload bandwidth, if the interactive nodes are only exchanging streams among
themselves, there will not be enough capacity in the network the carry all the
streams to other nodes. If q accepts the request, it will select the relay node
with the highest end-to-end latency to be disconnected. The disconnected node
will be informed by q, and will try to find a new parent, which might be one of
its candidate neighbors.

Every node updates its streaming connections periodically, after the meta-
information exchange is completed and the session state at each neighbor is
updated. To avoid giving preference to any particular stream, the nodes select
the connections to be updated in a random order. The result is the dynamic
construction of multiple streaming trees, each rooted at one interactive node.
Figure 1 shows two trees constructed after all nodes have established connections
to all streams in the session. In the figure, the interactive node that produces
the content for a particular streaming tree is coloured green, while the blue
nodes are the interactive or receiver nodes that are consuming the content. The
arrows indicate streaming connections among two nodes with the associated
end-to-end latency. The figure shows that the interactive nodes occupy places
higher up in the other streaming trees (in this case, node 10 is receiving directly
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Figure 1: Construction of multiple streaming trees

from 11, and 11 directly from 10). It also shows that the same node may be an
important relay node in one tree but not in the other (e.g. Node 8 is a relay
node in the tree rooted at node 11 but is a leaf in the tree rooted at 10).
Convergence to Stable Trees: One of the issues of constructing such stream-
ing trees is the time it takes for the trees to stabilize. The convergence speed is
mainly related to the decision to replace active upload or download connections.
There is a trade-off between the achieved end-to-end latency and the time that
it takes to produce a stable streaming tree. A node n that is already receiving
a stream s can decide to request s from a different neighbor q, if q can provide
s with lower end-to-end latency. Likewise, q can decide to replace an existing
upload connection with a new one if the requester node n can perform better as
a relay node. However, constantly replacing connections would cause temporary
interruptions in the streaming session and would also require reconstruction of
tree branches. For that reason, in order to achieve an acceptable convergence
speed, the nodes need to decide if the latency gain is sufficient to justify re-
connections. The protocol defines a configurable threshold for the latency gain
so that the nodes avoid frequent reconnections. The threshold is also used to
determine which neighbors are in the Candidate state.

6 Evaluation
This sections presents an initial evaluation of the system described in this re-
port. The system was implemented using two distinct event-driven simulators,
and is called Maelstream. The first proof of concept was implemented using the
Peersim simulation environment [MJ09]. Peersim abstracts most of the complex-
ities found in large scale P2P environments, providing us a simple framework
to implement and evaluate Maelstream’s basic overlay properties. The Peersim
evaluation is presented in Section 6.1.

To further evaluate Maelstream, we have also implemented it using the ns-3
network simulator [Hen+08], which allows us to conduct more realistic simula-
tions with actual data streaming 4. ns-3 simulations are more realistic than the

2http://topology.eecs.umich.edu/inet/
3value consistent with the average number of participants in a webinar:

http://www.on24.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/ON24_Benchmark_V8.pdf
4Maelstream ns-3 implementation and all simulation scripts can be found at
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Table 2: Summary of simulation settings.

Setting Peersim ns-3
Underlying internet
topology

King [GSG02] map with
1800 internet hosts

Inet2 topology with 3000
internet hosts.

Total number of nodes 1000 nodes 200 nodes3

Number of distinct
streams

10 (maximum number of
participants in Google
Hangouts)

4 (maximum number of
participants in applica-
tions such as Apple’s
iChat) and 10

Session time 25 minutes, where we
match PeerSim time unit
to 1 ms.

5 minutes in ns-3 simula-
tion time.

Node capacity (up =
number of upload
slots)

10 ≤ up ≤ 15, randomly
selected.

8 ≤ up ≤ 12, randomly se-
lected.

Streaming No actual streams of data
packets. Nodes only main-
tain logical tree links.

Each interactive node
streams at 500 kbps,
constant bitrate.

Peersim ones but can be computationally expensive and do not scale well with
the number of simulated nodes and streams. For that reason, we have imple-
mented smaller scale scenarios with shorter session times. The ns-3 results are
presented in Section 6.2.
Settings: Table 2 summarizes important setting used to configure the Peersim
and ns-3 simulations. In both simulators, each node is connected to a random
internet host in the underlying internet topology, so that the hosts are used as
routers to send messages subject to host-to-host latencies. In ns-3, the messages
are also subject to queuing at intermediate routers and dropping caused by
congestion on shared links. Each node running Maelstream keeps a neighbor
cache of size c = 30 and will periodically exchange a view of size l = 8. The
values of l and c are similar to the ones suggested in [VGVS05].

In Peersim, we introduce churn in by having nodes joining the network ac-
cording to a Poisson model with the mean value of 10 arrivals per second. Node
removals follow a Pareto distribution with minimum stay time of 90 seconds and
α = 1.42. These values constitute a moderate churn model and are consistent
with models used in other works [VYF06; Sei+08]. The stream producers follow
the same joining model but do not leave the network until the end of the session.
We have used a similar churn model for the ns-3 simulations. However, because
of the reduced scale, the Poisson mean value is reduced to 3 arrivals per second
and the minimum stay time is increased to 180 seconds.

6.1 Overlay Evaluation Using Peersim
In Section 5 we discussed how the view exchange in Maelstream exploits both
biased and random neighbor selection. In this section we compare Maelstream
latency-aware overlay with alternative overlays used by other state-of-art sys-
tems. The selected overlay types are:

http://folk.uio.no/provensi/maelstream/
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Figure 2: CDF of highest end-to-end latency at the nodes

1. Static randomly connected overlay, where the initial underlying overlay
does not change over time. This is used by systems such as Chainsaw,
and also mTreebone that uses the SCAMP protocol [GKM03].

2. Dynamic randomly connected overlay, which applies periodic neighbor
exchanges to keep the overlay up-to-date and well-mixed in presence of
churn. This type of overlay is used by systems such as ChunkySpread.

3. Full-mesh overlay, which is a hypothetical overlay where all nodes have
knowledge about all the other nodes in the network (forming a complete
graph). Although keeping complete information cannot scale in real set-
ting, a synthetic coordinate system such as Vivaldi [Dab+04] could be
used to implement an approximate version.

In order to evaluate the impact of different overlay types for the same streaming
approach, we implemented Maelstream’s tree construction protocol described in
Section 5.3 on top of each of these overlay types.
End-to-end Latency: Figure 2 shows the CDF of end-to-end latencies when
using each type of overlay. The latency values shown in the graphs correspond
to average highest end-to-end latency among all active connections, measured
at each node for the whole duration of the streaming session, and the nodes
are ranked from the worst to the best in terms of latency. We used only the
highest latency measurement because it corresponds to the minimum network
latency perceived by a node that decides to synchronize all available streams
before presenting them.

The static randomly connected overlay displays the worst performance in
terms of latency. This is due to the fact that nodes do not update their neighbor
set frequently and so are unable to find better connections. Dynamic randomly
connected overlays display a better performance in that respect, since nodes have
a higher probability of finding new connections. The full-mesh overlay displays
the best latency values, since nodes always have all the information required to
establish low end-to-end latency connections, and the streaming trees converge
quickly. With Maelstream’s latency-aware overlay, the nodes are able to find
good neighbors faster and also find better connection replacements. This type
of overlay performs better than the static and dynamic random overlays, and
the latency values are close to the ones in the full-mesh overlay.
Churn Tolerance: To evaluate the impact of churn in the overlay, we con-
sider stream availability which for a node n is defined as: availability(n) =
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Figure 3: CDF of average stream availability at the nodes(
t(sessionn)−

∑j
i=1 t(interruptioni)

)
/t(sessionn). Where t(sessionn) is the to-

tal duration of the streaming session from the moment n joins the overlay, j is
the total number of interruptions experienced by n (connection breaks) counted
during the session for all stream connections, and t(interruptioni) is the mea-
sured duration of the ith interruption (the interval between a connection break
and a reconnection to a different neighbor). We use this equation to calculate
the average stream availability across all nodes in the overlay in presence of
churn. An average stream availability of 1, for instance, means that no stream
experience interruptions for the whole duration of the session.

Figure 3 shows the average stream availability in presence of churn. The
static randomly connected overlay displays the worst stream availability. Since
references to nodes that left the network are not replaced, it is harder to find new
neighbors and mend broken tree branches in presence of churn, which also have
negative impact to the achieved end-to-end latency. The dynamic randomly
connected overlay is more robust and can provide better availability with lower
end-to-end delay. Maelstream’s latency-aware overlay can provide stream avail-
ability values close to the ones displayed by a randomly connected graph. The
advantage of using Maelstream’s biased neighbor selection is that when mending
broken trees, nodes can find low latency parent replacements quicker. Therefore
the overall latency is reduced while the overlay stays robust in presence of churn.

6.2 Streaming Evaluation Using Ns-3

Baseline: To evaluate the performance of Maelstream, we have selected Chunck-
yspread as baseline. Chunkyspread is a single-source multi-tree streaming so-
lution, but it can be easily adapted to multi-source streaming. Chunkyspread
constantly tries to fine-tune latency and can achieve better or comparable laten-
cies and churn resilience than other tree-based systems such as Splitstream. We
did not select pull-based systems, such as Chainsaw, as the latencies achieved
by these systems are always higher than systems that push the data down pre-
constructed streaming trees.

We have implemented Chunkyspread in ns-3 5 following the algorithms de-
scribed in [VYF06]. Since Chunkyspread does not support multiple sources
streaming, we have explored two variants: The first is deploying multiple in-

5We could not get access to a reference implementation of Chunkyspread and had to implement
it ourselves. This implementation is also available at http://folk.uio.no/provensi/maelstream/
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Figure 4: CDF of end-to-end latencies of each stream received by each node

stances of Chunkyspread in each node, one for each stream producer. The
second is to use only one instance and make the root of each individual tree
the source of a distinct stream (instead of splitting the same stream in multiple
slices).

The first variant has the advantage of being more resilient to churn, since
removing a tree branch will only interrupt one slice of the stream (that could
still be presented to the user if the media can be decoded using incomplete
data). However, it suffers from higher latencies as data packets for the same
stream will travel to the receivers following different paths, and will arrive with
varying delays. Therefore, the end-to-end latency achieved by this variant of
Chunkyspred for one stream is always equal to the latency of the slice following
the highest end-to-end path. Another problem with the first variant is the
overhead of the number of control messages, which increases with the number
of instances.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of end-to-end latencies achieved by the two
Chunkyspread variants. The basic simulations settings are the same as the ones
shown in table 2, using 4 stream producers. In the variant running multiple
instances, each producer divides its stream into 4 slices. The figure shows the
CDF of observed end-to-end latencies at each node for each stream. Running
multiple instances of Chunckyspread can considerably increase the end-to-end
latency, even when the number of slices per stream is as small as 4. Throughout
this section, we compare Maelstream with the second variant of Chunkyspread,
as it is better suited to interactive media streaming.
End-to-end Latency: First, we evaluate Maelstream without applying the churn
model. All nodes join the network within the first minute of simulation and no
node leaves the network until the end of the session. During the simulation, all
packets are timestamped using ns-3 global simulation time, so that the actual
end-to-end latencies can be calculated upon the packets arrival. These times-
tamps are only used to report simulation results, and neither of the systems use
synchronized clocks for their operations. The latencies values are calculated at
the end of the simulation as the average of the latencies of the packets received
in a time frame of 2 seconds.

Figure 5a shows the achieved end-to-end latencies of Maelstream compared
to the ones achieved by Chunkyspread. The values shown in the graph are the
latencies with which each node receives each stream in the session. According
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to the setting is Table 2, for the experiments with 4 stream producers, all nodes
have enough bandwidth capacity to carry all the streams in the session. How-
ever, with 10 stream producers, there is just enough capacity in the overlay to
carry all the streams, but the lower bound does not allow all nodes to carry all
the streams. The figure shows that Maelstream can provide better latencies and
also scales better with the number of streams in a bandwidth constrained envi-
ronment. For the scenario with 4 stream producers, two main factors contribute
to the latency gain in Maelstream: First the biased neighbor selection. Second,
Chunkyspread adopts latency optimization technique that considers relative de-
lays as opposed to end-to-end latency. For the scenario with 10 streams and
scarce bandwidth, Maelstream tries to prevent a node of spending all of its up-
load capacity for a single stream and all nodes have a chance to get all streams.
Chunkyspread does nothing to prevent this, and some nodes will struggle to
find parents that can provide good latency for the other streams in the session.
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Figure 5: Evaluation results for end-to-end latency, receiving rate and conver-
gence

Figure 6 shows the end-to-end latencies of streams received by interactive
nodes. With 4 stream producers, the figure shows that interactive nodes in
Maelstream can receive all the other streams in about 300 ms, which is the
maximum interaction delay. With Chunkyspread, the maximum interaction de-
lay is about 500 ms. For the scenario with 10 stream producers, this number
grows to 1000 ms with Maelstream, and 1700 ms with Chunkyspread. Mael-
stream gives priority to interactive nodes as receivers of the other streams in
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Figure 6: CDF of end-to-end latencies of each stream received by each interactive
node

the session, but it also prevents that the interactive nodes form close clusters,
and therefore the achieved latencies are not equivalent as having direct links be-
tween all interactive nodes. The higher latencies in the last scenario shows that
in environments with high bandwidth heterogeneity and scarce upload capaci-
ties, to keep the interaction quality the system should trade off media quality
for lower latency. Techniques such as video scaling can be applied to reduce
the bandwidth requirements of the system, giving low latency relay nodes more
slots to carry the media to more nodes.
Average Receiving Rate: The average rate at a node n when receiving a stream
s is calculated as total amount of data received by n, that is part of s, divided
by the total session time since n joined the network. Since in this scenario
nodes do not leave the network, the rate only drops when a node takes a long
time to find a parent for s (or fail to find a parent), when intermittent packet
drops occur at intermediate routers (rare when there is enough capacity) and
when the systems are executing operations that temporally remove some tree
branches. Also, longer delays implies a difference between the total amount of
data generated by the source of s and the total amount of data received at the
nodes by the end of the simulation, further reducing the average rate.

Figure 5b shows the average rate with which each node receives each stream
for the whole duration of the session. For the scenario with 4 streams, both
Chunkyspread and Maelstream can achieve rates close to the maximum 500kbps.
Maelstream achieves slightly better rates because the nodes are able to find low
latency parents quicker. For the scenario with 10 streams and scarce upload
bandwidth, a little more than 10% of the {node, stream} pairs cannot achieve
rates greater than 400 kbps with Maelstream, and this value grows to 40%
with Chunkyspread. In Chunkyspread, almost 10% of the {node, stream} pairs
are missing, which means that some nodes did not manage to find parents for
some streams. This is due to the fact that in Chunkyspread, the bandwidth
capacity in not fairly distributed across streams. In a bandwidth constrained
environment, it will be hard to build complete streaming trees for producers
that join the network after most of the capacity of good relay nodes has been
already spent.
Convergence: Figure 5c shows the time is takes for both systems to converge
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to stable streaming trees. We count the number of tree operations (branch
creation, removal and replacement) done per second. The plot shows that both
systems converge to stable streaming trees in less than 5 minutes, at which time
the number of operations per second is low, and having only minor impact on
the achieved streaming rate. Maelstream is more aggressive, and executes much
more operations at the beginning of the session. However, most of the operations
are for latency optimization over already constructed trees. Chunkyspread is
more conservative and executes less operations. However, it takes longer to
construct complete trees.
Churn Tolerance: The churn model used for the ns-3 simulations reduces the
rate of at which nodes are added and removed from the network (Compared
to the Peersim churn model). Nevertheless, it is still a moderate churn model
where more than 50% of the nodes leave before the end of the session, requiring
the rest of the participants to constantly mend broken tree branches. Figure 7
shows the results of the ns-3 experiments following this churn model.
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Figure 7: End-to-end latency, receiving rate and convergence under churn

Figure 7a shows the latencies achieved in presence of churn. With 4 stream
producers, both Chunkyspread and Maelstream display latencies only slightly
worst than the latencies achieved without churn. With 10 stream producers,
the latencies achieved by Chunkyspread are considerably better than in the sce-
narios without churn, and the values achieved by Maelstream are only slightly
better. The reason for better latencies is that the joining and leaving distribu-
tion model can mitigate some of the problems found in the bandwidth scarce
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scenario. Because of churn, nodes are constantly forced to find new parents and
remove dead upload connections, and therefore nodes that previously struggled
to find parents have more chances to find them in this scenario (there are fewer
nodes with exhausted upload capacity). Also, nodes join throughout the whole
duration of the session, which makes the tree construction relatively simpler
than in the previous ns-3 simulation scenario where all the nodes joining the
network within the first minute.

Figure 7b shows the achieved receiving rates in presence of churn. With 4
stream producers, Chunkyspread and Maelstream suffer from reduced receiving
rates, but both systems are able to keep more than 80% of the {node, stream}
pairs with rates higher than 400 kbps. Maelstream is still able to achieve higher
rates even in presence of churn. With 10 stream producers, both systems will
display reduced receiving rates for most of the {node, stream} pairs when com-
pared to the scenarios without churn. However, the systems do not display the
worst rate cases shown if Figure 5b. Again, this is due to the fact that some of
the problems found in the bandwidth scarce scenario is reduced here, and the
nodes that did not find some of the streams in the simulation without churn
were now able to find most of them.

Figure 7c shows the number of operations executed per second during the
churn experiments. The figure shows that, in presence of churn, the streaming
trees cannot converge to stable trees as nodes are constantly joining and leaving
the network. Both systems will require several operations when a node higher
up in the streaming tree leaves the network. However, the spare neighbor entries
in both systems allows them to quickly find replacements, and the impact on
the receiving rate is not critical. Maelstream require more operations to mend
the streaming trees in presence of churn. This implies that in Maelstream a
higher number of stream interruptions would be perceived by receivers, but as
seen in Figure 7b, the receiving rate is still higher than in Chunkyspread.

7 Conclusion
In this report we present a decentralized and self-organizing system for con-
structing and maintaining concurrent streaming trees on top of P2P overlays,
aimed at interactive multimedia applications. We investigated the requirements
of such applications and how they are translated to overlay and streaming tree
properties. The proposed solution takes advantage of the scalability and robust-
ness of gossip-based overlays to construct latency-aware streaming trees to serve
multiple distinct streams to multiple users. We present a preliminary evalua-
tion using a set of simulations, and have shown that the system can provide low
latency streaming, even in presence of churn.

The solution presented in this report is a work in progress, and further design
and evaluation are needed. For instance, fair bandwidth capacity distribution
among the streams is not considered in this report, and needs to be investigated
and incorporated into the system design. A more comprehensive evaluation is
also required, and we intend to evaluate the proposed system using different
churn models, in larger scales and also to compare it with a centralized solution
for the minimum latency multi-source multicast problem.

As a future work we intend to implement the proposed system as a full
fledged media streaming prototype, so that we can test and evaluate its per-
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formance in real deployments. Technologies such as WebRTC6 can be used to
implement this prototype. We also aim at exploring our solutions for other ap-
plication domains, such as applications where the nodes can change their role
over time. This way, for instance, receiver nodes could became interactive in
the middle of the session.
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